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vol. 22, no. 27 
·Freshman And Transfer Numbers Decrease 
Enr:ollment Expected To Fall Next Year 
By Bill Carter 
Body counts in Vietnam were labeled by many as "one 
helluva way" to measure success, yet here, we are on the 
industrial side of the complex with the old militaristic 
symbolism. 
Much at Eastern depends not upon who we, as students 
are, but how many we, as students, are. 
With regard to next year's enrollment, Director of 
Admissions C. Clair McNeal said, "There can't be any 
question that the projection now will be down from last 
year.'' 
Director of Auxilary Enterprises, Fred Heinemann says 
from the standpoint of filling the dorms, its "let's wait and 
see" since. everyone has been shot down on numbers so 
much. 
Heinemann believes that there are factors present this 
year that were not present last year and that these factors 
must be weighed. 
Housing reservations by freshmen and transfer 
students are running about 40 percent behind last year but 
a noticeable improvement has been shown within the last 
two or three weeks, he said. 
Housing hopes to fill 1,700 of the 1,945 spaces available in 
Eastern's dormitories based on a projected enrollment of 
5828 full-fee-paying students, Heinmann said. 
As to enrollment, McNeal said "we have been guessing 
from 5700 to 5900 full-fee-paying students. Last fall, 
Eastern had 5939 students paying full fees. 
Freshman enrollment looks to be down as only 2,037 
applications for enrollment had been received as of May 
15. This is a deficit of 175 from last year," he said. ' 
Of the 2,037 who applied, 1796 have been offered 
enrollment. 536 have prepaid, registering intent to attend 
classes here in the fall. This is 241 below the 777 figure of 
those freshmen who had prepaid as of May 15 last year. 
Transfer applications are also down, McNeal said. Only 
811 transfer applications had been received by May 15 in 
comparison to 1013 for a similar period last year. 
Of those 811, 534 were offered admission, 259 had failed 
to submit complete transcripts and 18 were denied 
because they did not meet Eastern's academic standards, 
McNeal stated. · 
Transfer students who had prepaid as of May 15 
numbered about 150 below the corresponding date last 
year with 183 compared to 336 last year. 
Transfer students who had prepaid as of May 15 
numbered about 150 below the corresponding date last 
year with 183 compared to 336 last year. 
Concerning the 5700 to 5900 projection, McNeal said 
consideration had been given to the present level ,of 
freshmen and transfer students and students who had 
preregistered signifying their intent to remain. 
"Frankly," McNeal said, "in the projection, we're 
counting on a substantial number of students coming 
through with prepayments who thus far haven't done so." 
A "dramatic difference which I can't explain," said 
Mc Neal is the difference in the number of male transfer 
applicants is about 230. 
The number of applications received from potential 
women students is actually greater than the number 
received during the same period last year. 
Heinmann stated that the dorms should begin the 
academic year close to 90 percent capacity. The budget is 
being based upon 1700 beds filled during fall quarter. 
"If we get 1700, we're going to be in pretty good shape," 
he said. "Anything less will make it a little tougher," he 
added. 
Eastern still ·has $683,329 01 debt retirement for the 
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construction of the dorms, Heinmann stated. All the 
dorms are still on debt retirement. 
Yet Eastern has fewer outstanding bonds than any other 
four-year institution in the state, and is maintaining the 
lowest room and board rate of any college in Washington. 
Heinmann said that there is nothing that indicates .. a 
leveling off in the cost incurrence of operating the dorms 
and Tawanka Commons. Tawanka, for instance spends 75 
percent of its gross income on labor and food costs. 
Room and board prices can be expected to increase 
again. 
During fall quarter 1971, 1658 of Eastern's 1945 beds 
were occupied. 50 percent or 794 of the occupants were 
freshmen; 23 percent · r 365 were sophomores; 17 percent 
or 267 were juniors and 9 percent or 139 were seniors. 
A survey taken of the 269 students who moved out of the 
dorms at the end of winter quarter showed that 99 moved 
to an apartment and the rest either left school or moved 
home to commute, Heinemann stated. 
He said a survey taken showed that only 10 percent of 
the students who live off-campus in apartments can live 
cheaper than in the dorms. 
pictures - wrap-up of years highlights 
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Yet seasonal decline in the occupancy of the dormitories . 
has dipped from 1658 last fall to 1201 this spring. This is the 
usual seasonal shift. 
As far as the dorms are concerned; approximately 50 
percent of all freshmen students will live in the dorms. 336 
of the 794 freshmen who li-ved in the dorms last fall listed 
the.ir home on record as being within 50 miles of Cheney, 
Hememann said. 
Fo~ every drop of two in the freshman enrollment, 
housmg occupancy can by expected to be down one. 
A reason for optimism, however, is the economic trend 
which developed in the second quarter which sent the 
GNP upward. This shows hope for rising employment 
which could increase the availability of summer 
employment. 
Such an increase in summer employment could stablize 
college enrollment. 
For the individual student, love may make the world go 
around. 
But for the academic community, we have placed that 
all-powerful capitalistic symbolism before him. Upon the 
body count depends funding. 
There's strength in numbers! 
; 
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editorial 
Last fall we wrote of our plans for THE 
EASTERNER with a certain amount of optimism 
and a lotofhopeforagood year. Now, a year later, 
we are in the position of leaving with a bad taste in 
our mouth. It has been a year of ups and downs-a 
lot of downs. 
The people who went through the year with us 
know what went wrong and hopefully can take 
steps to correct the situation next year. The people 
who didn't shouldn't be bothered with our 
complaints. 
But ·to those who have given us unwarranted 
hassles this year, and they know who they are, we 
give a carefully positioned middle finger and a 
suggestion about from where they should pull out 
their heads. 
Even though things have not gone as we might 
have hoped now and then, especially in the past few 
weeks, there were good times-and perhaps we 
would all be a bit happi~r if we would remember 
those. 
We would then like to leave with the wish that 
next year those things that were troublesome to us 
can be avoided or handled better, but we ourselves 
would like to remember the good things-a very 
wonderful relationship, the late night sessions in 
the office, the long drives to Davenport, the shorter 
but equally interesting trips to Spokane, and, of 
course, chuckling over the unprintable Doctor's 
Bag material ( and you thought the ones we printeq. 
were racy!) 
It's been an interesting year, full of many 
occurrences. We've learned from them all and 
emerge from our involvement with THE 
EASTERNER with mixed emotions: pride for the 
good things, anger for the hassles, and sadness that 
things couldn't have been better. 
But it's all behind us now, and we go on to other 
experiences a little richer, a little wiser, and 
grateful for the chance to do what we did when we 
could. Jen and Tom 
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Old ways die hard. Especially when there 
appears to be more than tradition involved. Such is 
the case with the "Savage" name-change. 
Two weeks ago the Board of Trustees took action 
to change Eastern 's mascot from its approxi-
mately 45 year-old Savage to something with fewer 
racial connotation. 
It is hard to argue that the present Savage 
mascot does not have racial connotations. It 
obviously depicts the Indian ·as being a primitive, 
second-class citizen. At least it is obvious to those 
who would argue that the mascot should be 
something without references to a particular race 
or class. 
However there are those who argue that The 
Savage is not demeaning to Indians. Among those 
who feel a sense of pride in The Sav11 ge are the 
members of Eastern 's Indian Club. 
There are many arguments against the name 
change, primary are those of expense: the expense 
to change uniforms, stationary and all the other 
pieces of equipment that bear the Savage emblem 
and name. 
But the primary argument for the change 
centers around the racial connotation of the 
mascot. What with the Indians expressing a feeling 
of pride in The Savage that argument rests on 
shakey ground. 
Perhaps in an attempt to be liberal and 
non-discriminatory we have in this instance gone to 
an extreme. 
RO Cadets Receive Awa_r.ds 
Last Friday Eastern ROTC Fitness Test, was named for the 
cadet Oscar Harper was present- "Outstanding Physical Profic-
ed the "Aggressiveness Award as iency Award" presented to him 
the Military Science IV candidate by Dr. Richard Hagelin chair-
who has displayed the most man of Health Education. 
aggressive leadership and initia- History professor William Kidd 
tive in the Leadership Labora- presented David W. Mount, 
tory. Ronald P. Arkilla and Walt W. 
The presentation took place at Trimble awards for the highest 
the annual ROTC achievement academic grades in American 
day ceremonies held in Kennedy military history for fall, winter 
Auditorium. and spring quarters respectively. 
Wally Bear.d, the American Donald E. Railsback was 
Legion State of Washington Vice presented the Daughters of 
Commander, presented awards American Revolution Award as 
for the greatest proficiency in the basic course cadet in the top 
rifle marksmanship to James M. quarter of his class who demon-
Steinruc and Jerry A. Provorse stra tes the qualities of depend-
respectively of MS-I and MS-II ability, good character, adher-
classifications. ence io military discipline,. 
Beard also presented the Am- leadership abilities and the most 
erican Legion Post 72, Cheney understanding of the ROTC 
award for the "outstanding program's importance. 
member of the rifle team'' to Ms. Natalie Gardner, National 
Kenny W. Hendrix for his Defense Chairman, Esther Reed 
exceptional leadership and over- Chapter, Daughters of American 
all effort to assure the success of Revolution, made the presenta-
the team. tion. , 
Captain James M. Hemsley of The Post 72, Cheney, donated 
Eastern 's llOTC department, the American Legion Scholastic 
presented an award to Kevin B. Exc~llence Award which was 
Jones as the cadet who "has presented to Culver ·E. Stone, Jr., 
consistently displayed outstand- for having maintained a 4.0 
ing leadership ability as a cummulative .GPA while at 
member of the Ranger Platoon." Eastern. 
Ms. Betty Ohrt, Dean of ROTC two- and three- year 
Women, presented ROTC de- scholarships were presented by 
partmental awards to Sponsor Colonel Darrell B. Irvin to Keith 
Corps members Karla Honda and P. Lyson and Gregory L. · Davis 
Catherine Marsh. for exceptional performance on 
Ms. Honda was presented the the U.S. Army ROTC Scholarship 
Sponsor Meritorious Service a- Boards. 
ward and Ms. Marsh took an The American Legion Military 
award for the sponsor who made . Excellence Award was presented 
the most significant contribution to Jon M. Dilligham by Beard. 
to the ROTC effort during the The award donated by Post 72, 
past year as well as a plaque Cheney, goes to the MS-III cadet 
presented to the Sponsor Corps who has best demonstrated the 
commander for devotion to the qualities necessary for success as 
program. an officer in the Army. 
Cadet Christopher L. Hay, who The AMVETS ROTC award 
scored 488 of 500 possible points was presented to Gary Wilson by 
on tne Army' Basic Physical Howard B. Tweedle, comman~er 
·Fra·t Caps Year 
With Mine Fund 
Lambda Chi Alpha's fund 
raisi.1g driv<.; for the Sunshine 
mine disaster ended May 19, 
after the fraternity collected a 
total of $65. 
Bob Thorson, president of 
Lambda Chi, expressed his 
appreciation to everyone for their 
donations and commented "I 
. . ' Just wish we could have done it 
longer and gotten more money. 
The people at Sunshine can use 
all the money they can get right 
now." 
The ·money will go to the 
Spokane area fund sponsored by 
The Spokesman Review who will 
distribute the donations to the 
survivors of the Sunshine mine 
victims. 
This caps an active ·year for the 
fraternity which started with a 
"kid~nap" food drive which 
netted almost a ton of food for the 
Cheney Action Council. 
This was followed by a 20-mile 
basketball bounce from the PUB 
to the Ridpath Hotel for United 
Crusade. 
They · also participated in the 
Fall Festival activities, spon-
sored a Bicycle Race at the 8th of 
May celebration, and have spon-
sored a student dance every 
quarter this year. 
J~ne 23 Deadline Set 
T~e ~ummer Quarter pre- 19 must pay the Cashier before 
registrat~on from May 1 through proceding to the registration 
19 provided _for ~tuden~s to area. A late registration fee of 
~omple_te regist~ahon without $15.00 applies to all persons 
1mmed1~tely paymg fees. participating in registration after 
. A revised syste~ for colle~- June 19. AU unpaid accounts after 
t1o~s ~as been estabh?hed to mall June 23 are subject to disenroll-
a bll~mg d~cument with the class ment, so students are urged to 
confirmation to the st~dent. meet the dates indicated. 
Payments are encoura~ed via the Tuition and Fees are set at 
return envelope or m pe~so,n $15.00 per credit hour with a 
thr?ug~ June 15 to the Cashiers $30.00 maximum for part time 
Office m Showalter Hall. On June students taking 9 hours or less 
19 through 23! pre-register~d and $149.00 for full time students 
students can either drop their enrolling for over 9 hours. 
of the department of Washington 
american· veterans of world war 
II, Korea and Viet Nam. 
Mark R. Lobdell, Oscar Harper 
and Charles J. Wyborney were 
presented bronze, silver, and 
gold awards, respectively, for 
their "demonstrated leadership 
and academic ability" which 
contributed to maintaining the 
ROTC Department's high stand-
ards. 
Lt. Col. Richard P. Shyvers, 
USAR, of the Spokane Chapter of 
the Reserve Officer Association 
, of the United States presented the 
ROA awards to the three cadets. 
A medal for the outstanding 
contribution to the overall suc-
cess of the ROTC program was 
presented to Kenny W. Hendrix. 
The award is donated by the 
Military Order of World Wars, 
Spokane chapter. 
Department of the Army's 
"Superior Cadet" awards went to 
Steven A. --McKnight, Mark A. 
Mayer, James 0. Wallingford , 
Mount, Dennis J. Parks, Trimble, 
Culver E. Stone and James R. 
Carr. 
Dr. James S. Dolliver, director 
of general academic services, 
who gave the concluding address 
for Eastern 's president, Emerson 
C. Shuck, who was not able to be 
present, presented the awards to 
the cadets for their " outstanding 
qualities of leadership, high 
moral character, noteworthy ac-
ademic achievement and excep-
tional aptitude for mHitary ser-
vice." 
-Movies Set 
ECA-elect, Mike Baker, has 
confirmed the movie schedule for 
fall quarter 1972. 
Some of the major movies that 
will be shown in the PUB.next fall 
will be: · 
"Little Big Man" starring 
Dustin Hoffman and Chief Dan 
George. 
"The Andromeda Strain," a 
science fiction trip into the 
future. 
"Red Sky In The Morning," a 
story of the young, starring 
Richard Thomas, Catherine 
Burns, and Desi Arnaz, Jr. 
According to Baker, the 
"biggy" for the quarter will be 
"Blue Water, White Death," the 
story of the hunt for the great 
white shark. 
The selections for movie goers 
include: 
"LeMans" starring Steve 
Mc Queen; ''Two Lane Black 
Top" starring Dennis Wilson, 
James Taylor and Warren Oats; 
a horror festival featuring 
"Dracula" and "The Pit And The 
Pendulum;" "Who Is Harry 
Killerman And Why Is He Saying 
Those Terrible Things About 
Me?" starring Dustin Hoffman 
as a psychotic rock musician; "I 
Love My Wife" starring Elliot 
Gould; and "Performance" star-
ring Mick Jaggar of the Rolling 
Stones who plays a trans-sexual 
rock musician. 
CRUNCHY 
GRANOLA 
JO% Off on 
regular pricel payment envelope at the 
Cashier's Office or pay in person 
in the Showalter Hall first floor 
lobbY- _J_une-23Js-th-e-deadUn~-for - . . - . -A 1• p -·u-s--lH-~-ti -1---+ 
fee payment. · C n .-t-h-e oaitl 
Delli 
_Stu~ents regist~ring ~n June 19 R I M E 
will pick up conf1rmallon forms HECK 
and envelopes on June 20 in 
Showalter Hall on the second 
floor. Payments are to be 7 911 
deposited to Lhe ollege Cashier 
no laler than June 23. 
Students r gistcring after June 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS-Friday was the annual ROTC 
awards day and many cadets earned disHnction. Dr. James Dolliver 
grimaces as he laboriously strives to pin a medal on one of the many 
recipients. 
Bise Is New Head 
Sally Bise was installed as the Sponsor Corps activities during 
new Sponsor Corps Commander the year included a trip to the 
at the annual Sponsor Corps Nevada Invitational Drill Meet in 
awards ceremony yesterday. Reno where the group placed 
Ms. Bise was elected by second in the women 's division 
members of the corps to succeed and in overall competition. Ms. 
the retiring commander Cathy Wheeler placed second as team 
Marsh, a senior business major commander. 
who was honored by the women The Sponsors placed first in the 
as "the Sponsor of the Year," at _ military division of the Wenat-
yesterday's cerewonies. chee Apple Blossom Festival's 
';i~e Commander of ~lie ROT~ drill competition, May 13. 
afflhate for next year will be Jodi The following day at the Lilac 
Wheeler who served as drill Drill competition in Spokane the 
commander for the Sponsors this Sponsor's .pic~ed up first in the 
year, and was named the women's division and Ms. Wheel-
"outstanding drill commander" er was named as the "out-
a t the Lilac Drill competition standing drill commander." 
May 14 and placed second as a 
drill commander at the Nevada 
Invitational drill meet in Reno 
earlier in the year. 
Karla Honda, a sophomore, 
was honored with the "Sponsor's 
Meritorious Service" award. 
"Significant Achievement" 
awards were given to three new 
sponsors who have given excep-
tional amounts of time and 
energy to the organization in an 
effort to make its activities a 
success. 
Recipients of the award were 
Bille Jean Hall, Carla Glessner 
and Margie Wongen. Approxi- · 
mately 20 promotions were 
granted to Sponsor Corps per-
sonnel during the ceremoney. 
Ms, Hall was also honored as 
the "Sponsor of the Quarter" for 
Spring, 1972. 
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Leg. Approves $144,soo· Budget 
Money, money, money was the 
major topic of discussion at last 
Wednesday's Associated Student 
Legislature meeting. Next year's 
budgets were up for approval by 
the legislators at the 4V2 hour 
meeting. A total of $144,500 was 
distributed among various cam-
pus organizations. 
The A.S. executive budget was 
the largest with $40,600 granted 
mainly for officers' salaries and 
travel expenses. Next largest 
was the Social Activities budget 
of $32,000. Fifteen thousand of 
this amoulll will be used for 
concerts and travel. The rest is 
for films, ~dvertising, dances, 
and travel. 
The biggest budget cut came in 
the Campus Recreation Intra-
murals budget which originally 
asked for $18,400 and ended up 
with $10,500. The Finance Com-
mittee's recommendation for this 
budget was only $9,000 but it was 
felt that this amount was too low 
for the program to be workable so 
it was raised by the legislature. 
The cut was made because it was 
felt that "We just can't afford to 
buy all those trophies and awards 
and that individual equipment 
like tennis rackets," said Jeff 
Riddle. 
Total participation in the 
·intramural program this year 
was estimated to be 21,000 
·. persons. Their budget last year 
was a little over $8,000 dollars. 
A new budget was created with 
the organization of a Contempo-
rary Issues Bureau which will 
handle speakers for all organiza-
tions. The purpose of the Bureau 
is to "enhance . the general 
campus awareness of major 
issues of national and interna-
tional significance,'' says the bill 
which describes the new Bureau. 
The budget for this bureau is 
$9,000. 
The Easterner's budget for 
next year is only $14,000 com-
pared to $21,000 this year because 
the newspaper will be generating 
more of .its own revenue by 
running classified ads. 
One budget that was cut by the 
legislature was the . Student 
Faculty Relations committee 
budget titled Hostel Retreats. 
The original request was for 
$2,000 and AS granted them $470. 
Some legislators felt that retreats 
did not accomplish enough to 
merit that much money. "Re·-
trea ts don't do anything that 
couldn't be done here on cam-
pus," stated Mel Addington. The 
legislature voted to use the $470 
only for the faculty evaluation. 
"We all know the faculty needs 
some sort of evaluation," said 
Mark Lobdell. "What this will do 
is give informative knowledge 
about what students who have 
taken a certain professor think 
about that professor." 
Several clubs and organiza-
tions received no money at all 
from AS including the Sponsor 
Corps, Indian Club, Black Stu-
dent Union, Hawaiian Club, 
Alpha Phi Omega, and the cheer-
leaders. The idea of the legisla-
ture is for these groups to come 
back next year and ask for funds 
from the Program Reserve 
budget when they have specific 
programs planned. The legisla-
ture is attempting to set up some 
consistency in granting money to 
clubs rather than giving a lot of 
money to one club and no money 
to another club. 
As few legislators felt the 
cheerleaders deserved some 
money for travel and uniforms, 
Skip Smyser made a motion to 
grant them $500. "I don't know 
one AS legislator who would 
travel five miles for this school 
and not expect to be reimbursed 
for it and yet you expect these 
girls to follow the teams every-
where for nothing. You're being 
extremely cruel and hard on 
them when you ask them to take 
it out of their own pockets," he 
said. Herb Jones had a different 
view; he stated, "I have nothing 
against cheerleaders but we are 
in a . financial position where we 
are having trouble funding even 
our most important programs.-
We have to cut the frills and 
extras. I don't think we can 
rationalize this kind of expense." 
Then the motion was amended to 
the amount of $200 just for travel. 
This amendment failed and so did 
the main motion, with three yes 
votes. 
The AS Program Reserve 
budget has a s1,1m of $9,000 for 
next year. This year it had 
$27,000. The Programmed 
Reserve is used for projects not 
specifically budgeted the year 
before. 
At the beginning of the meeting 
Mark Lobdell said that the 
priorities of next year's budgets 
were the same ones set up this 
year. "We tried to decide the 
budgets on the basis of the most 
degree of benefit to the largest 
number of students." 
In other business at the 
meetings, the new Easterner 
editor was approved by the 
legislature after much discussion 
about his qualifications. The 
Publications Board chose the new 
editor and, to override their 
qecision, AS needed a two-thirds 
CHENEY AUTO PARTS 
Home Owned and Operated 
DAILY SERVICE 
ON 
SPECIAL ORDERS 
IF AV AILABLi ! 
Carl and Gary 
~ 
4NAPA~ 
WIIIF 
235-6268 
~our 
N•pa ,..... 
ts The 
Rilfht Pl•ce To Go" 
HALLMARK 
GRADUATION 
CARDS 
ALSO GIFTS 
FOR THE GRADUATE 
vote of the legislature which 
would amount to 12 votes. Only 
five people voted against the new 
editor. 
Three appointments to the 
Superior Court were approved 
unanimously at the meeting and 
one to the Undergraduate Affairs 
Council. 
Near the end of the meeting 
Skip Smyser made one more 
attempt to get money for the 
Cheerleaders. He made a motion 
to give them $150 but was voted 
down 7-3. 
Aug. Set 
For UYA 
University Year For Action 
(UYA) is still seeking students 
with the groundwork in psycho-
logy, sociology and particularly 
education who are interested in 
learning while performing in the 
area of social work. 
Dr. James M. Howard, asso-
ciate _professor of education 
said the work for which a student 
will be paid $155 per month will 
be concentrated mainly in the 
Spokane area and on or near the 
Colville Indian Reservation. 
He stated that students must 
pay their own tuition but in 
addition to the salary, the 
program is worth 48 hours of 
directed study, nearly all of 
which is applicable toward grad-
uation. 
UY A volunteers are covered 
with medical insurance which 
includes anything in the field 
including prescriptions. 
Howard said the UYA program 
is like the Peace Corps or the 
Vista as a student can only 
participate in the program once. 
About 52 Eastern students are 
involved in the program at the 
present time. 
Interested students can fill out 
applications in room 314 Martin 
Hall. Applicants will be contacted 
by mail for the interviews which 
will be conducted in August for 
selection of volunteers. 
LOST! 
Siamese Kitten 
6 Months Old. 
Lost around SW 
side of Cheney! 
$3 Rewardl 
Contact Sheila 
Dept. of Geology! 
359-2447 
WORI( 
available 
immediately 
in the Spokane area 
Full and part-time 
positions available. 
~ust have the ability to 
meet people. Earn top 
wages while taking those 
summer c lasses. We offer 
OWL 
PHARMACY 
120 F ST. 
- c.1 h1 Ii CTlllipmry--train+n-g 
program. For personal 
interview call Ron Moorn. 
HU 9-6208. 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Ph. 23S-4100 Care-Mor Company 
' Faculty Bargaining 
Now Possibility 
"My point is simply that we 
don't know exactly what the long 
term significance of the ref eren-
dum will be," stated history 
professor, William Kidd. 
The academic senate member 
who represents the academic 
senate before the Board of 
Trustees was speaking of the 
f acuity preference poll conducted 
to determine what the faculty's 
views toward representation we-
re in the event of collective 
bargaining. 
The second poll showed the 
National Society of Professors, 
an affiliate of the National 
Education Association (NEA), a 
slight favorite over the American 
Association of University Profes-
sors (AAUP) with a 174 to 157 
margin. 
In an earlier poll, 74.5 percent 
of the faculty members who 
voted expressed a desire for 
collective bargaining and the 
NSP was favored as that bar-
gaining agent with a 6 vote 
margin over the ~A UP. 
48 of the 379 ballots sent to 
faculty members were not re-
turned. 
Kidd stated that the referen-
dum is still prefaced by the 
phrase "in the event of collective 
bargaining ... " and merely det-
ermines the faculty preference as 
to representation in the event of 
collective bargaining at this point 
in time. 
Kidd pointed out that certain 
legal aspects are involved in the 
situation since the state collect-
ive bargaining procedures for 
state employees has no clause for 
faculty members of the four-year 
educational institutions in the 
state. 
The role of collective bargain-
ing by college faculty will be a bit 
uncertain until certain court· 
decisions have been made and 
negotiations have been progress-
ing for some time. 
Kidd stated that debate and 
discussion between the two main 
contenders has helped to clarify 
what the faculty means by 
collective bargaining and that 
what emerges is a bit different 
than the traditional industrial 
type collective bargaining. 
He said the "rather extensive 
debate" between the NSP and the 
AAUP was good because it has 
forced the people to think about 
what it means to have collective 
bargaining on an academic level. 
The BOT wants to know what it 
means to have collective bar-
gaining and the Academic Senate 
who ran the poll and the 
organizations involved are at-
tempting to make that explana-
tion. 
Kidd stated that "from exper-
ience," he has found the BOT to 
be most receptive to faculty 
opinion and representative of the 
"broad, all-college view." 
Kidd stated, "It is going to be 
quite a while before we have 
enough collective bargaining on 
an academic level to be able to 
say just what it means." 
He added that he "hopes all 
sides will approach the debate 
with as much .good will as 
possible so that our main 
goal--the education of students--
won't be lost." 
AL'S CHEVRON 
FOR 
AIR-CONDITIONING Chevron 
SERVICE 
s """"" e't , 4, e (J,IH, t ,u, 
219 FIRST in Cheney 
Call 235-6115 
at EASTERN 
Men's Hairstyling 
Pence Student Union Building 
Cheney, Woshington 99004 
!=or Appointment 359-7 8 40 
Stylists: 
Ernie Kish 
Sherre Dickinson 
MIIDDUX Cleaners & Tailors 
HAVE YOUR WINTER CLOTHING 
CLEANED BEFORE STORINGl 
-----'-'-'- HOURS· l:4SioJJpm 
DRYCLEANING! 
25/. per pound ., you press 
( M i n . 4 I bs . ) 
ADDUX CLEANERS& TAILORS 
the easterner, may 31, 1972, page 5 
Athletes Experien,e Wins And losses In Year 
When one goes down, they all go down... So it was with the late 
Eastern Savages. The question is "who lost the flag?" 
Eastern battled to an even 5-5 record in football , then came on like a 
lion in basketball. The Savages faded just seconds out in the second 
playoff game with Western for the District I berth at the Nationals . 
The next night it was all over. 
Intramurals reached an all-time high in participation. Wrestling 
gave some a twirl. Bob Maplestone raced away in trackJ 
The baseball team came on strong and then faded. 
The late Savages faded before a recent Board of Trustees meeting in 
an unpicturable scene. 
may 31 , 1972, the easterner 
So Did Students 
Entertainment Reached New Highs 
Activities were varied this year, as entertain-
ment included several "big name" entertainers as 
well as a hot air balloonist. Students enjoyed 
Professor MacArthur's balloon excursions, but 
were more enthusiastic about new activities which 
began to ·spring up at concerts in the PUB. A new 
wave of self-expression and freedom became 
apparent as occasional bare-breasted beauties and 
sweet smoky smells were experienced in the 
multi-purpose room /or the first time. Johnny 
Rivers, 0.C. Smith, Flash Cadillac and the 
Continental Kids, and Billy Preston all presented 
concerts, and lesser-known talents performed for 
dances throughout the year. · 
fall festival Replaced Homecoming 
New Outdoor Activities 
Started ThiSYear 
Outdoor activities were a new experience as Fall Festival and the 
Eighth of May Celebration happened for the first time. "Close To 
You" was the theme of the first annual Fall Festival, which replaced 
Homecoming, which had been declining in popularity for several 
years. Students stuffed Volkswagons with themselves, and themselves 
with pies. Throughout the year there were protests against 
involvement in Vietnam, culminating this spring with rallies and 
marches as a somewhat different group of students participated in 
their form of outdoor activities. During the Eighth of May activities 
students set up booths in downtown Cheney, merchants joined in by 
holding sales and the majority of students stayed away, perhaps 
already occupied in other outdoor activities. 
the easterner, may 31, 1972, page 7 
, \ 
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What You've Been Waiting for All Year 
Half-Naked Bodies Abound 
1 As Summer Arrives 
photos by Bob Simpson . 
• 
• 
the easterner, may 31, 1972, page ·9 
Preston Keyboards Crowd To Enioyment 
By Ed Bruneau 
Billy Preston a projection of 
personality and soul all-together 
into music that really cooks. 
The entire group was much 
later than the scheduled 8:00 
starting time, yet the audience 
seemed not to mind. There was 
an eerie atmosphere of anticipa-. 
tion in the air, and when Preston 
and his group finally made it onto 
the stage, the performance was 
greater than was anticipated by 
many. 
Coming onto the stage first was 
the "God Squad," Preston's 
back-up group, who have been 
with him since January. Preston 
then appeared, gleaminp with 
smiles, which he lost for1 a few 
moments when the vocal system 
failed to work correctly. Tech-
nical men attended to the 
problem, and he soon had on his 
grin again. " We always start the 
concert in the dressing room, 
holding hands and saying a short 
prayer," said Preston. . 
The concert itself, although 
well spaced with his hit sirlgles on 
the charts, still built steadily to a 
climax. Beginning the final 
section of his songs was "Outa 
Space" his most current! single. 
The audience couldn't hold back 
their feelings to the emotional 
jive. Suddenly, everyone was out 
of their seats, clapping or 
dancing to his magic keyboard-
ing. The emotional characteristic 
of the audience then prevailed 
until Preston danced a final 
dance out the door. 
In an interview with Preston, 
he was asked what he was 
thinking when he played for the 
Concert of Bangladesh. "It was 
heaven, man. There was a lot of 
love on that stage." 
There was a sadness in his eyes 
when the Beatles break-up was 
mentioned. "I was playing with 
them on and off. The company is 
what hurt them. Thel were being 
pushed,andtheyjustgotpushed 
too hard. Then they got bored and 
drugged, and that's when I got 
out. I think the Beatles have 
individually pulled their own 
heads back together, and things 
are cool .' ' 
When asked of his impression 
of the crowd that night, Preston 
said, "I though everyone was 
great. There was a few technical 
problems, but that was neither 
my fault or theirs, so it wasn't a 
big deal. The crowd seemed to 
pick up on the trip we were trying 
to project. Our God trip is heavy 
man. but it isn't pushed." 
Preston then was asked why he 
sung for a living, and why he like 
to perform so much. He grinned 
the Preston grin, and replied, 
"That's the way God plannedit." 
PotNe Na111ed 
Edward L. Powe, Patterson, 
New Jersey has been named 
director of Black Studies at 
Eastern and will arrive here 
about September 1. 
Powe received a bachelor of 
arts degree with distinction from 
the University of New Mexico 
and a master of arts degree from 
the University of Indiana. · 
r---... ---
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USED BOOK BUY Bookstore Lobby 
JUNE S,6,7 8t30 to 12=30 & 1: 00 to 4:30 
AIITBOII. 
aball 
abraa et al 
audaraon 
andenon/kuapf 
andrewe 
barnolN 
barrett 
beckvith 
beighey/borchart 
bischof 
blake/volp 
bogert e t al 
brisgaikoay 
brown et al 
burgett et al 
burns 
caplow 
caataneda 
chruden 
cleaver 
copi 
current et al 
danford/ahirley 
da sUva/ lovett 
dauer 
da si11,1a 
daugharty et al 
" 
daugherty/wilson 
dececco 
devito 
dolbeare/edelman 
dornbuschischmid 
dot t/batten 
dreikurs 
drury/achmid 
durkin 
duval 
eboch 
faulkner 
ferguaon 
fe~guaon/bruun 
freedman ct al 
gillette 
girvetz 
glcason 
gr~nlund 
grout 
guth 
hackenamith 
hall 
halliday/reanick 
harr1s et al 
hein 
hendcrson 
hilgard et. al 
hill/luckey 
hilllatreet/baty 
JUNE 8 8:30 to 12=30 
This list of books will be purchased for the College Bookstore, 
EWSC, at th~ prices shown(~ orignial retail or used price if 
previously purchased as used). These books will be sold in the 
Bookstore as used books. 
• 
The Follett Bodk Company representative will buy these books for 
the Bookstore with the help of Bookstore personnel. 
Any title not ~isted may be sold to the Follett representative at 
a price determiined by the wholesale book price list. This includes 
BOOKS FROM ANY OTHEB. COLLEGE IN THE UNITED STATES. 
TITLE' l!llITlON PUJILISjtn QUANTITY 
BRW 34 
NORTON 10 
PH 5 
PRICE 
6.50 
7.50 
5.50 
johnson/nelson 
johnson et al 
jones 
jones et al 
PRACT MEASUREMTS FOR EVAL IN P,E . 
OPERATIONS HCM1: SYSTEM CONCEPT 
FROM TIGR IS TO TIBER 
DRUGS & ALCOHOL 
HEIU.TH SCIENCE 
BURGESS 
1\-H 
DORSEY 
H&R 
H&R 
EXPLORATION OF UNIVERSE,brief ed 
NORTON ANTU. OF ENC, LIT, MAJOR ADTH 
INTRO TO PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUE 
BUSINESS LAW 
INTRO TO MUSIC FUND 3rd ed 
SW 9 
ACC 9 
5.15 
3.50 kahn/cannell karlin 
kessler 
kimble 
kinder 
DYNAMICS OF INTERVIEWING WILEY 
INTRO TO ANTHRO : ETHNOLOGY 
.ABNORMAL PSYCH : CURRENT PERSP. 
EARLY MEDIEVAL ART 
MATH FOR BUSINESS 
INTERP. PERSONALITY THCORIES 
LEAD UP GAMES TO TEAM SPORTS 
NUTRITION & PHYS. FITNESS 
OFFICE MACHINES COL . COURSE 
APPLIED PSYCH 
MODERN MUSICAL FUN 
LANG. ARTS IN CHILDHOOD ED 
ELEM. SOCIOLOGY 
TEACHINGS OF DON JUAN 
PERSONNEL MGMT 3rd ed 
SOUL ON ICE 
INTRO TO LOGIC 4th ed 
AM. HIST : SURVEY 3rd ed 
CREATIVE LJ!.AOERSUIP IN REC 
CONCEPT APPROACH TO SPAN 
DYNAMIC P.E . FOR ELEM. SCH. 
BEGINNING SPANNISH 
STRUCTURE OF ELEM . HATH I 
It II II fl II 
FIRST & TEN 
PSYCH OF LEARNING & INSTR . 
COMM. CONCEPTS & PROCESS 
AMERICAN POLITICS 
PRIMER OF SOC., STAT. 
EVOLUTION OP EARTH 
CHILDREN: TUE CltALLENGE 
GYMNASTICS FOR WOMEN 
CHILD 
TEACHING TlU:M TO READ 
MODERN£ DEUTSCHE SPRACHLEHRE 
OPERATING AUDIO VISUAL EQUIP 
INSIDE TODAYS HOHE 
SOC lAL WORK : AH INTRO 
ANCIENT TIHES TO 1520 
1270 TO 1815 
1815 TO PRESENT 
SOCIAL PSYCH 
STAGE SCENERY 
CONTEHP. KORAL ISSUES 
INTRO TO DESCRIPT , LINC 
STAT, BEHAV, OJIJ, FOR CLASS INST 
MEASUREMENT & EVAL IN TF.ACR 2nd 
HIST OP WESTERN MUSIC 
CONCISE ENGLISH HANDBOOK 
HIST. OF PHYS. ED , 
HIDDEN DIMENSION 
PHYSICS PART II 
DANCE A WHILE 
FOUND, OF COL. CHEM. 2nd ed 
EMERGENCY MED. GUIDE 
INTRO TO PSYCH 5th ed 
GUIDANCD FOR CHILD IN ELEM . SCH, 
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 3rd ed 
DORSEY 
CRH 
PRAEGfR 
MCCRA\/ 
H&R 
PH 
SAUNDERS 
SW 
MAC 
LYONS 
RAND 
Pl! 
BALLANTINE 
SW 
DELTA 
MAC 
RANDOM 
A&B 
H&R 
BURGESS 
ll&R 
EWSC 
EWSC 
BROWN 
PH 
PH 
HEAnt 
MCGRAW 
MCCRAW 
ltAIITHORNE 
NAT, PRESS 
A&B 
RANDOM 
lNTEJ(T 
HRW 
LIPP ~NCOTT 
H-M 
" 
PH 
H&R 
WADS{o!ORTII 
l!RW 
MAC 
MAC 
NORTON 
WADS~ORnt 
H&R 
OOUtjEOAY 
WIL 
BURGJ!SS 
DICICJNSON 
HCC W 
HBJ 
ACC 
WAJ)SIJORTll 
44 2.85 
18 7.00 
5 2.00 
23 2. 65 
10 5.50 
19 1.50 
10 4.25 
10 2.15 
20 5 . 00 
9 . 25 
18 5.00 
23 5 . 00 
6 .50 
8 5. 25 
10 . 50 
10 4. 00 
5 5.50 
6 4.50 
5 4.50 
17 4.40 
15 5. 00 
10 1.90 
10 2. 20 
10 3. 7 5 
10 5 .50 
13 2.50 
10 3.50 
5 4 . 50 
5 6. 75 
15 3.50 
4 3.00 
15 5.00 
5 4.00 
13 1. 50 
5 6.25 
23 4.40 
10 3.00 
20 3.00 
30 3.00 
6 4. 50 
5 5. 75 
5 2.65 
5 6.25 
6 .75 
69 5. 00 
5 4. 75 
10 2.00 
10 6.25 
5 1.00 
5 5.00 
10 3.25 
16 5 • .50 
10 2.00 
14 5.50 
11 4. 75 
8 5.00 
koontz/ odonnell 
lcuhn/berg 
latchav 
leach 
lester 
leukel 
lev1n/k1rkpatriclc 
Upsey/steiner 
macewan/weiskopf 
me call 
mcconnell 
mcdonald/chance 
mcguigan 
mead 
michael 
middle ton 
minor/frye 
mitchell et al 
moffett 
morrill 
morr i s 
nichols/adams 
norris et al 
nye 
oleaha 
peckham 
piltz 
pospesel 
robert11 
robinson 
rose 
savrey/telford 
sax ton/kaufmann 
schafer/knudten 
achuler et al 
achutz 
eimon 
aimooa/karrenbrock 
Blllith 
soderberg 
aoaaer 
aouthvell/feldaao 
atruhl 
telford 
tboaan at al 
tillaan 
tovnaend 
tyler 
uoger/volf 
van orden/lee 
ven riper 
,rogt 
walker 
TEACH ELEM READING HBJ 
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD PH 
DILGARD & MARQUIS CONDITIONING & LEARN ACC 
HEAL MANAGEMENT MAC 
PRIN OF MGMT ANAL OF MGR FUNCT 
VALUES IN BUS SOC: ISSUES & ANAL 
POCKET GUIDE TO HOVE. ACT. 
POL. SYSTEM IN HICLAND BURMA 
LOOK OUT WHITEY 
INTRO TO PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCH 
QUANT APPR . TO HGMT 2nd ed 
ECONOMICS 3rd ed 
ECONOMIC PROBLEM 
FUND STAT FOR PSYCH 
MCGRAW 
ttBJ 
PH 
BEACON 
RANDOM 
MOSBY 
MCGRAW 
H6R 
PH 
HBJ 
ECONOMICS 
CEREBRAL PALSY 
4th ed MCGRAW 
PH 
EXP. PSYCH: METHODOLOGICAL APPR 2nd 
SEX & TEMPERAMENT IN 3 PRIH SOC 
LAB snro. IN OPERANT BEHAVIOR 
MAGIC WITCHCRAFT & CURING 
TECH. PRODUCING VISUAL INSTR HEDIA 
CONCEPTilAL PLAN WITH BEH. OBJ 
STIJDENT CENTERED LANG ARTS K- 6 
SPATIAL ORG . OF SOC 
PHIL & AM. SCHOOL 
AM. INDIAN: PAST & PRESENT 
INFO SERVICE IN GUIDANCE 
SINGING WITH CHILDREN 
ENVY & OTHER WORKS 
FOUNDATIONS OF FOOD PREP, 
CREATIVE TEACH OF SCI IN ELEM SCH 
ARCUMENTS 
UNDERSTANDING GRAMMAR 
MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD 
INTRO TO SOC 
PSYCltOF ADJUSTMENT 
AM . SCENE: SOC PROB FOR 70 ' S 
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AN INTRO 
READINGS IN SOC 4th ed · 
JOY 
CALCUWS 
ADV, ACCOUNTING 
RELIGIONS OF KAN 
FINISHING TECHNOLOGY 
PERSONAL SPACE 
ABNORMAL PSYCH: RDCS IN THEORY & RSH 
PHILOSOPHY NOii-INTRO llEAOER 
EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIDUAL 211d ed 
CEOCR OF !CON ACTIVITY 211d ed 
UNDERWATER EDUCATION 
STAT FOIi. CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
PSYCH OF HUKAM DIFPEREIIC!S 
PERSONAL PIIIANC! 
ELEM ORG Cll!K: BRIEF COIJllSE 
SPUCH COllllCTIOll PUH' K!TBODS 
ZIRACJJITECOS OP Kl!XICO 
HODEIUI MITALWOlllHG 
PH 
APOLLO 
MCCRAW 
DOUBLEDAY 
MCCRAW 
KENDALL HUNT 
H-M 
WADSWORTH 
H- M 
XEROX 
RAND 
WADSWORTII 
DOUBLEDAY 
MAC 
A&B 
PH 
H&R 
MCGRAW 
RAND 
A&B 
WADSWORTH 
RANDOM 
CROWELL 
RANDOM 
MAC 
SW 
H&R 
MC!tt!IGHT 
PH 
WADSWORTH 
RANDOM 
PB 
KCGllAW 
IIROWN 
MAC 
ACC 
A'11 
SAIJHDBllS 
PB 
5 
5 
17 
5 
10 
5 
10 
12 
5 
5 
5 
11 
13 
7 
5 
5 
5 
15 
5 
11 
5 
5 
10 
15 
5 
8 
16 
8 
10 
5 
21 
9 
11 
11 
5 
5 
11 
5 
5 
18 
47 
10 
13 
7 
51 
6 
35 
10 
8 
5 
5 
10 
5 
38 
5 
15 
9 
24 
5 
10 
4.40 
6.00 
2.00 
1.65 
5.00 
5.00 
4. 00 
5 . 50 
5.00 
4.15 
5.75 
2 .65 
2.50 
3.50 
.60 
6.90 
6.25 
6.00 
2.50 
4.50 
5 . 50 
3.50 
5.50 
1.25 
2. 50 
2.00 
4.00 
2 . 15 
3.00 
2 . 25 
4.50 
2.00 
5 ,25 
3 . 00 
. 75 
4.50 
2.25 
2.00 
4.50 
5.75 
2. 50 
4. 75 
2. 65 
4. 50 
3.00 
. 75 
6.50 
5.90 
.so 
4.65 
1.25 
3.00 
3.50 
5.50 
6.00 
1.50 
l. 25 
4.50 
5.25 
4.15 
1-- ____ bo_.........._ _____ UN.OERS_tAfil)INC OF MUSIC hogine/bryant JUXTAPOSITION horn SECOND SKIN WADSWORTH 37 SRA -- - 5 K- M 5 4.50 3.-SO 5.00 
wallaca 
weinberg/acbuaaker 
IE'LICIOI: AJITlllO VIEW 
STA'l'UUCS - .l)l'l.'UUIYJ!...AJ!HOACII 
UllW 
COOOIDWI.T 
lA1Q)(»I 
1UDSWOI.TB 
12 
6 
5 
5 
32 
5.00 
1.40 
4.00 
3.75 
5.00 
I horner ALGEBRAIC £Ll!H PUNCT & REL, huseraan et al RDCS IN lNTERP 6 ORC. COM 
I 
I 
I 
icma 
Jackeon 
j nnings 
Johnson 
Johnson- gentry 
PRIN & PRACT OF URBAN Pl.AN 
SOLEDAD BROTHER 
GREAT I.DEAS OF MAN,teach guide 
PRIN OF ZOOLOGY 
F&M PRIN OF ACCTG 7th ed 
HRW 
HOLBl(OOK 
ICMA 
BANT,'H 
FIDEt,ER 
IIRW 
Pit 
12 4.50 we lls 
7 3.00 welsch 
wel sch e t al 
5 7.50 weaton/brigham 
5 .75 
10 2.10 winte r 
7 7 .oo wincher 
50 6.00 yingor 
yulcic 
KINESIOLOCY SAUNDERS 5 4 . 25 
BUDGETING PROFIT PALN & CONTROL 3rd PH 5 6.25 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING 3rd IRWIN 16 6. 50 
ESSENTIALS OF MANAGERIAL FIN 2nd HRW 7 6.00 
BRASS INSTRUMENTS 2nd A&B s 3.50 
GREAT NORTHWEST RANDOM 22 4.00 
TOWARD A FIELD THEORY OF BEltAVIOR MCGRAW 13 5. 50 
FUNDAMENTALS OF RECREATION H&R 5 2.00 
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Six Carry Eastern Hoees; 
NAIA National Meet Opens At Billings Today 
lflrll~IIAPIC'Wllll'IIIII_. · 
HE EASTERNER 
I 
Secti:J 
" Transfers, lettermen Raise 
Optimistic Football Hopes 
By Tom Vail 
Sports Editor 
Football is the farthest thing 
from many minds during the 
spring time but to head football 
coach John Massengale it is very 
much alive. 
Massengale is nothing but 
optimistic about the upcoming 
season as it will be possible to 
return lettermen to every posi-
tion when drills open September 
2nd. 
Massengale expects some 43 
lettermen out of 90 who will be 
invited to turnout in the fall. Due 
to budget limitations it was 
necessary to trim· the turnout 
from 120. 
Anticipating a strong offensive 
attack Massengale said he is 
planning power running out of the 
"I" back up with more throw-
ing.,, The defense should be much 
improved , '' Massengale 
Anticipating a strong offensive 
attack Massengale said he is 
planning power running out of the 
" I" backed up with more 
throwing. ''The defense should be 
much improved," Massengale 
said. Strong transfers will make 
the difference. 
The schedule will be better 
suited to · Eastern 's program 
according to Massengale. In 
place of Big Sky power Boise 
State will be College of Idaho a 
Northwest league member. 
Western undoubtedly will again 
be the favorite but any six could 
win the EvCo Massengale de-
clared. Massengale expressed 
that only Oregon Tech will be out 
of it. Forecasting an all-Wash-
ington top three he said Central is 
better than last year, Oregon 
College and Eastern Oregon as 
good as last campaign and 
• • • • • • 
Southern Oregon improved. Wes-
tern also expects to be better . 
In contrast to last year when 
the Savages only faced five EvCo 
opponents a full slate will 
challenge all league members 
this fall. 
Willamette and Portland State 
should prove toughest on the 
non-conference slate said Mas-
engale. 
"For sure E astern will be a 
winner and a contender " Mas-
engale ended. 
Eastern will have a 10-game 
schedule starting with Willa-
mette on the road. As was the 
case last year Eastern will host 
four contests and travel to six. 
Many new faces will greet 
Massengale this fall and below is 
a list of a few: 
Richard Evans, 6-toot, 220-pound 
guard, injured last year; Dave 
McGillis, 5-10, 185, defensive back, 
injured last year ; Jim Pathokas, 5-9, 
175, wide receiver, injured last year ; 
Jim Withrow, 6-3, 240, tackle,· in Army 
last year; Doug Orcutt, 5-10, 210, 
tackle, missed last year; Dale 
Bichler, 6-2, 225, fullback, transfer 
from Shoreline CC and Hiram Scott 
College; Mike Shaw, 6-2, 195, wide 
receiver, Montana (ex-Rogers High); 
David Leigh, 5-10, 185, defens ive back, 
Everett CC; John Bligh, 5-10, 185, 
defensive back, Idaho via A r my; 
Doug Wheat, 6-2, 215, running back, 
College of Sequoia, Cali f . (younger 
brother of EWSC fullback Phil 
Wheat) . 
Terry Connors, 5-9, 155, fullback, 
Spokane Falls College (ex -Gonzaga 
Prep) ; Steve Hartman, 6-3, 200, 
center, SFC; Moile Bird, 6-4, 225, 
defensive end, Columbia Basin Col-
lege ; Brant Light, 5-l l, 180, running 
back, ol lege of the Desert, Ca I if. ; 
Henry Chock, 6-0, 230, tackle, Santa 
Anna , Calif . ; Scott Grabenhorst, 6-2, 
215, l inebacker, Olympic CC ; Steve 
Dawson, 6-0, 185, defensive back, 
Olympic ; John M adson, 6-2, 225, 
center, C BC; Mike Pear son , 6-0, 195, 
running back, Northern Montana. 
Con 't. to page 7 
• • • • •• GRAND OPENING 
Shoot a little pool or 
pitch some horseshc:,es I 
.. . . . . . 
Beer Garden 
JUNE 3 
WADDN 
IBBBL 
TAVIBN. 
--in~1-e-d-i-Ga 1--L.n.-..----i~ 
COOK VOUR 
OWN STEAK! 
8oz. steak with 
baked potato & 
salad for only 3.25 
• • • • • 
... 
By Mick Mellor 
Billings, Montana will be the 
final stop for six Eastern· track 
men this season as the N.A.I.A. 
National Track and Field Meet 
gets underway today. 
The six Savages qualifying for 
Nationals in their respective 
events are Bob Maplestone, 
Barry Jahn, Duane Bowles, Mike 
Hopely, Rob Watson and Paul 
Rosser. 
Besides Maplestone, who holds 
the N.A.I.A. mile record, Barry 
Jahn will compete in the steeple-
chase; Duane Bowles running the 
100 and 220; Mike Hopley 
throwing the javelin.; Rob Wat-
son, competing in the high jump; 
and Paul Rosser will pole vault. 
A prelude for Nationals was the 
Evergreen Conference Track and 
Field Meet held last weekend in 
B"ellingham, Washington. 
In what was to be a battle 
between Oregon College of Edu-
cation and Central Washington 
for first place, never material-
ized as OCE easily breezed to the 
conference title. 
Central placed second, Western 
Washington third and EWSC 
finished fourth ahead of Southern 
Oregon, Eastern Oregon and 
Oregon Tech. 
OCE came up with sev~n first 
place finishes Saturday to win the 
competition. 
Top track standout for Eastern 
at the conference meet was 
Barry Jahn, who won the three 
mile competition with a 14:43.0 · 
effort. 
Besides Jahn 's fine showing, 
Duane Bowles placed third in foe 
220 with a 22.0 timing. 
On the whole, Eastern, along 
with Southern Oregon, Eastern 
Oregon and Oregon Tech., had a . 
hara time competing agamst the 
top three teams. 
All three top teams had large 
squads plus overpowering depth 
to outpoint the smaller teams. 
On how he thinks Eastern 's 
track crew will do at Nationals, 
Track Coach Gerry Martin com-· 
mented, "Anything can happen. 
Nationals is a special meet of its 
own. " 
Bob Runs Strong 
Modesto fourth 
M.aplestone, after running a 
very fine 4 :00.4 mile at the 
California Relays in Modesto last 
EvCo Meet Results 
l..uoot lump.-..1. Dave Walker (CW), 23· 
~e'd11 S1m~~~J~,»l~nh.j~9CJ.' J~J''?iarJ 
.. und (OCErl,,22-514; 5. Cr!~ Jon11 (CW) 
22/~i ~J.1~1.· GJ:~i:"Ycined~' f~·e,, 55 
91/J; 2. 8111 Harah (CW)~ 54-21/J; 31 00. Lewis Ci;OC), 53-0; " · a:d Paul ,OCE 
49-11~.i 5, Scott Garlkt_ <EWl, 49-J.1~; 6 
Toby Koblllerd (EW), 411-5'-e. 
"40 relay-I. Centre I w,ah. < Knl11 
8ehrbllum, Walker, SlavensJ, .41.6 ~la 
Evero,..tn ,..cord); 2. OCE, .a.,, 3. 
"2-'1 •• EW ,2.61 I. EOC, "3,41 ,. 
":livelln-1. Tony~rant ~OT If 222-3:t~ . Richard O'Brien (4 E), 21 -3; 'r Ed 
~
OCE), 209-1; •• eorge S IY I) 
MlkT Hol>ltv (EW), 203·1 i " Chucl 
ouna WWl, ''"· 
2 MU._1. Gordon GJrl~k COCEI, 4:15.5 
. L;arrv Thomas CSOC)b':20.,, 3. Pau 
Sllchter CCWI, ,::u.e: "· errell Hamburi (CW>, ,:!17.2; 5. Terrr. Rice ICW), 4:30.7: 
6. Llovd Jhanson (CW), A:~ . . 
High lump,-1. Mark Selzry,an (WWI, 
6~; 2. Garv Davis OCEL r,.o ; J . Dennis 
Olafson (OCE J, 6-A; -l. Dave Stephans 
(OCE ), 6-4; 5. Cary Hargraves (CW), 6·2; 
6. Rob Wi'I ISon ( EW), Paul Vvriqht (CW), 
11e, 6-0. 
120 high hurdles- I. Ken Boethln 
(OCE J, 111.6; 2. Steve Berg (CW) . IMS; 
l. Ken Johnson CWWL 14.7; 4 Mike 
R10iscchoff CEOCJ. 14.9; s. Dave siePhar,s E l , 15.-4; 6. Dal\ Anderson CWWJ, 
15.4. 
Triple lump- 1. Cecil Simms (WW), 45. 
71f3: 2. Crelo Jones CCW), "'-8; J. 
Tim Gualomo CCW), -43-91/1; 4. Rev Pass-
cua (WW). 43·31/a; 5. Bob Vovce (SOC>, 
-43-011, ; 6. Jerry Grant CWW), -42.10. 
440 - 1. Bob Graves <OCE), "8.5· 2. 
Bob l(nles (CW), -49, 1; 3. Steve Plifer 
COCE ), 50.1; 4. Lewis Pike (OTIJ, 50.J; 5. 
Bruce Blizard (WW), 50.S; 6. Karl AtKln· 
son (EW), 50.6. 
100 - I. J im Magee (WW), 9.7 (wind· 
ilidedl ; 2. Stew, Slavens (CW), 9.7; 3. 
Dan Mo()d_y COCE), 9.7; 4. D1W1vne 
Bc w les (E Wl. 9.11 ; .John Hammonci 
IOCEl. 9.8; t, . Ceci l Simms (WW), 9.9. 
88D - 1. Bruce Voqel (OCE) l :S2.3; 2. 
Vince Konigsherger (CWl, I ;54.3; J. Bob 
Bullis CCWJ, 1 :54.3; Mark Oevinev (EWJ. 
1:~ . .dl• S. Dan Norton (SOC ), 1:55,4; 6. 
N1c1< a zonis (EWJ, 1 :57.0. 
440 Intermediate hurdle~ - 1. Mike 
Vorce (WW>. 52.<I Cnew cor,ference re-
cord, old 53, l bv Vorce, 1971); 2. Mike 
Behrbaum (CWl. 52.8; 3. Pars Sutton (OCE), 54.S; 4. Mike Bischoff (EOC), 
SS.4; 5. Dan Anderson (WW), 56.11 6. Ken 
Johnson (WW), 56.8. 
Discus - 1. Dovie Kenady (OCE), 167-
8; 2. Bil Harsh (CW), 152-4; 3. John 
Lahlev (OCE), 1"5·1; A. Joe Neveau (EOC), 140-9; S, Dave Stephans (OCE>. 
139-3; 6. Dave Baker (EW>cH~.Olh . 
220 - 1. Jim Magee (vvvv), ·21.71 2. 
Steve Slavens (CW), 21 .8; 3. DeWavn, 
Bowles CEWl, 22_0; 4. Bob Graves, 
(OCE), 22.2; 5. Roger Woods (OCE) 22.3; 
6. Bob Knies (CW), 22.4. 
Pole vault - 1. Rav Pavne <CW). 1,. 
9'h ; 2. Jon Duers t (EOC), 1,4.91f.11 J . Stan 
Porter (OCE ), 1'-6; "· Bruce Stecher (EOC), 14.J 3.4; .s. Warren Hopson OS(C), 
14-3; 6. Dick Henrie (WW), U.O. 
Three mile - 1. Barry Ja n CEW), 
14 :43.0; 2. L11rrv Miller (SOC), 1':4'9.2 ; 3. 
Kirk Gamble COCE). 15:02.6; "· Ribert 
F iorlt(I CCW). 15 :06.-4; 5. Tom Duncan (WW). is : I J.8; 6. Russ Fuller (WW), 
15· 16.0. 
Mile relay . 1. Oregon College (Graves, Moody, Sutton, V09ell, J : 16.4; 2. 
Centr111 Wash., J :17.9; 3. Western Wash., 
3: 21.7; .c. Eastern wasll .• 3:2J.1; s. South-
ern Oregon. J : 2A.6; 6. E aste-rn Oregon, 
3 :33.0. 
Team :\cores - Oregon College 208, 
Central WHhlngton lSS1/2, Western Wash-
l~ton 113, !:astern Washington .ca1~, 
~outher11 Oreg~>n 42, Eastttrn Oreaon 35, 
PACIFIC 
NW CYCLE 
12 -ww-Bl-VD .--
PHONE- FA 8-7568 
THE PLACE WHERE THE 
BIKERS GO ... 
Saturday will head Eastern 1s 
delegation. 
Included in the mile event were 
such milers as South African 
Fanie Van Zijl, who won the race 
with the fastest mile run of the 
year, timed at 3:56.0; Rod 
Milburn, second in a time of 
3: 58.2; and ex-Stanford star 
Duncan MacDonald, who placed 
third ahead of Maplestone, with a 
3:58.4 timing. 
Maplestone, still recovering 
from the flu, led .the 16-man field 
for the first half mile but fell back 
in the third lap. The third lap was 
the roughest for Maples tone as he 
said after the race that he could 
still feel the effects of his bo.ut 
with the flu. 
IF YOU HAVE 
ANY QUESTION 
ON INSURANCE 
CALL HU 9-5738 
FOR 
RENT 
CHECK OUR 
SPECIAL 
SUMMER RATES 
1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom. 
Apts. & Duplex Units For 
Sharing Students. Many 
, Units have All Appliances 
including Washer & Dryer. 
Carpeting in All Units. Call 
e,t.t ·R ~Ai. rv 
{J~ inc. \I' 2~5-6191 
401 -1st St. 
Join AAA 
for peace-of-mind! 
(You'll get much more 
than this.l 
It's great to have someone to 
call when your car breaks down 
. . . and some people join AAA 
just for the Emergency Road 
Service. 
But there's Travel Accident In-
surance ... $5,000 Bail Bond 
. .. Traveler's Checks ... AAA 
Instant . Reservations . . . AAA 
Tourbooks . . . Triptiks . . . and 
the most helpful staff of em-
ployees imaginable. 
An AAA membership includes 
all these services and more. Give 
u-s a ca ll f-0r----d~~ai-ls.--
@ 
INLAND AUTO ASSOC. 
Te 8-3121 
W. 1717 Fourth at Ash 
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Rifle Team En·ds Great Year-Eye Olympics 
"The EWSC Savage Rifle 
Team is the best collegiate 
smallbore rifle team west of the 
Rocky Mountains and probably 
one of the best non-scholarship 
collegiate teams in the nation," 
according to Rifle Team Advisor 
CPT Fred Wong. 
The Savage Rifle Team, coach-
ed by MSG George Naluai, is 
completing its most successful 
season posting a 335 win, 29 lost 
record. 
success of the team to the 
tremendous support received by 
the AS. 
Starting in October and ending 
in May, the Savage shooters 
participate in a sport that 
probably has the largest season 
of all major and minor letter 
sports here at EWSC. 
are Ray Oligher and Dave 
Parker from Walla Walla, and 
from Hawaii respectively, Anna 
Reid and Andwin Kimura have 
indicated that they will enroll. 
The Savage Rifle Team rec-
ruits many of their top-notch 
shooters from the Annual EWSC 
Junior Invitations Rifle Match 
held each year at the ROTC 
Building. The match this year, 
held May 12, 13 and 14, invited 61 
high school shooters representing 
fourteen junior rifle clubs from 
Montana, Idaho, Oregon and 
Washington. 
Captain Wong commented that 
besides bringing the junior shoot-
ers here to try and recruit thtm, 
the Junior Invitational Rifle 
Match acquaints many high 
school students to Eastern and 
hopefully to enroll at this college. 
Sqmming up his feeli~gs about 
the high degree of success of the 
Savage Rifle Team in both 
Pacific Northwest and National 
competition, Captain Wong said, 
"Eastern may be small, but in 
the marksmanship game EWSC 
can stand tall and proud.' ' 
With this success, the Rifle 
Team received its greatest honor 
by being invited to shoot in the 
12th U.S. Invitational Champion-
ships and Final Tryouts for the 
1972 U.S. Olympic Shooting 
Team. The four members that 
will represent EWSC in Phoenix, 
Arizona, in June are: Seniors 
Robert Wood, Kenny Hendrix, 
and Dave Maxwell and Junior 
James Steinruck. 
Over this year's season, the 
success of the Savage Rifle Team 
has been shown by their winning 
over 40 team trophies, HO indivi-
dual trophies and fifty medals. 
.. Made up of students who fire in 
the three collegiate categories of 
Varsity, Women and ROTC, the 
Savage Rifle Team expects to 
have another good season next 
vear. 
According to Captain Wong, 
returning letterman Bob Wood, 
Jerry Provorse, Jim Steinruck, 
and Stan Reed will be able to give 
the team an excellent start. Rich 
Rai.ns, Judd Phillips, Su Burgen, 
Mike Walker, and Bruce Butcher 
wiil also give the team tremen-
dous depth. 
The GROOVE & SHUTTER 
The minor letter sport of 
competitive collegiate smallbore 
shooting is sponsored jointly by 
the Associated Students and the 
Department of Military Science. 
OFFI on any 
Stereo Records 
Album in stock! Total finances from AS a·nd the Department of Military Science 
for this year amounted to $3594 
with all ammunition, targets and 
other equipment being provided 
by the Army except for six rifles. 
Some of the solid shooters that 
are being groomed to make the 
teams are Jo Messex, Carol 
Campbell, Kevin Jones, Dave 
Tosch, and Judy Sine. 
High school shooters recruited 
to come to Eastern will also back 
up the team. Expected in the fall 
. --~--¥2 PRICE ON ALL POSTERS & PATCHE 
Captain Wong attributes the 
Mai:>lestone, Suss 
TopAnnual Awards 
Track star Bob Maples tone was 
named "athlete of the year", and 
basketball star Randy Buss was 
named "over-all senior athlete of 
the year" at Eastern's All-Sports 
Award Banquet. 
Members of all varsity sports 
gave recognition to the elite few 
that led the rest of the team and 
. inspired the whole team to do its 
best. 
For the golf team, which is 
vying for a NAIA National title 
for the sixth straight year, Gary 
Lindeblad was selected most 
valuable player and Bruce Bre-
vet as team captain. 
In track, Maplestone was voted 
most valuable, and was named 
co-captain along with quarter-
miler Karl Atkinson. Barry Jahn 
was named most inspirational . 
For the wrestling team Vard 
Jenks was named as the team's 
outstanding wrestler. Jerry By-
rne was selected as team captain, 
while Grant Luna was voted most 
inspirational. 
In baseball , Don Freeman was 
given the Mick Hanneman a-
ward, and named co-captain 
along with Daryl Parsons. Steve 
Blake was named most valuable 
player. 
For the basketball team, Marl 
Seil was selected as best defen-
sive player. Daryl Harris was 
named as most inspirational. Rob 
Watson was named most valu-
able freshman. 
In football, Pete Glindeman 
was named rriost valuable, while 
Etuale Suafoa was selected as the 
inspirational player. Bob Picard, 
Mel Collins, and Mike Lindhe 
were named as tri-captains. 
In tennis, Jim Bruhard was 
selected as most valuable, and 
also named as team captain. 
John Jenft was selected as most 
___ _...,inspira tiona_=l~. ___ _ 
For the gymnastics squad, 
~cq,cq,cq,~~~<Q )'1 
§ TERMPAPER ARSENAL, Inc. ~ 
t Send $1.00 for your descriptive catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers 
. 519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
& LQS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
"t (213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 ~ "We need a local salesman" 
~.~<Q><Q><.b~<Q>..q,,.Q",« . 
Chuck Hohner was named most 
valuable. John Rees was voted 
most inspirational, and Don 
Freeman was elected captain. 
Football Hopes 
Con 't. from page 6 
Stuart Anderson, 5-10, 200, I ineback-
er, freshman from North Central High 
via Army; Ron Torgerson, 6-3, 225, 
defensive l ineman, freshman via 
Army; Bernie McKinney, 5-11, 190, 
guard, freshman from Auburn, Wa-
sh.; John McBride, 5-10, 185, guard, 
freshman, Auburn; Ron Manoski, 6-3, 
195, end, freshman, Monroe, Wash. ; 
Mike Keck, 6-5, 220, defensive end, 
freshman, Monroe via Army; Chris 
Knight, 6-0, 195, tackle, freshman, 
E verett, Wash. ; Dave Carter, 6-1, 185, 
center, freshman, Caldwell, Idaho; 
Greg Hustad, 5-10, 170, defensive 
back, freshman, Ephrata, Wash. ; Bob 
Farrington, 6-0, 180, defensive back, 
freshman, Newport, Ore. (younger 
brother of EWSC flanker Steve 
Farrington). 
Jay Gehert, guard, 6-0, 200, transfer 
from W a lla Walla Community Col -
lege; Rick VanTine, tackle, 6-3, 210, 
freshman from Colfax; Mike F laft, 
5-10, 175, defensive back from Lewis 
and Clark ; A llan Law, 6-2, 185, wide 
receiver from Honolulu via Columbia 
Basin College; Dave Bouge, 6-3, 210, 
freshman tackle from University. 
BOB,S 
BARBER SHOP 
1601-4th , Cheney 
Registration 
Appointments 
· for 
um mer Quarter 
at 
SHORELINE 
COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
Available 
on June 14-15 
For further 
information call 
(206)546-4621 
College Pa-rk Apartments 
NOW RENTING 
Beautiful brand new one bedroom apartments. 
These are fully furnished with a contemporary 
decor. Off street parking and laundry facilities . 
From: $105 Unfurnished 
--- 1> $-l3-5- F-u-rriished---
see at 2nd and J or Call 235-6423 
or 235-6155 
PULLMAN REALTY 
405 E. MAJN . 
420-2nd St. 
Cheney 
cdum 1scoMING 0 BUY YOUR 
SUMMER EQUIPMENT HERE! 
*THONGS. 
* AIR MATTRESSES· 
*SWIMMING POOLS 
and much more 
FONK'S VARIETY 
. .. 
Corner of 1st & ··F'' Streets 
'235-4911 ' 
Paid Political Advertisement 
Protect Your Right to Choose 
our Judges Yu~J/~~Lv1N v. LOVE 
Judge , September 19 
Now in his 14th year as a trial 
court j11rlge. 
N ot ional ly occla1mt1d court 
administrati on IJy American Bar 
Associat ,on. 
11 years Executive Committee 
Puget Sound Regionnl Plannrn!) 
Council, 6 years Chairman. 
5 years Bellevue City Council, 
2 years mayor. 
Governor's Committee on 
Metropol itan Problems . 
Statewide Committee on Air 
Pol l ution. 
P.T .A . President & Le9islative 
Chairman, Area P.T.A. Council. 
Drug & ~lcohol Abuse 
Cu,1111,ittee, Bar Assn. 
Conducted seminars in drug 
u..catlon oL.£1.e c o I 
parents. ,, 
Attended W.S. lJ ., Class of 42, 
Ju, is Doctor . U.W. 
Extra lt!gal experience in 
logging, heavy construct ion, farm 
owner , hay, cattle, fruit and trees . 
Combat Infantry, General 
Patton 's Third Army Capaigns of 
Northern France and Rh ineland. 
Wounded in action in France. ' 
ELECT JUDGE LOV E 
' I 
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& 3 Bedrooms ~ 1 ' 2 U furnished 
F rnished & n ~ u Wall Carpet 
~ Wall to 
Draperies ~ f Built-Ins 1::< Lots o 
D. hwasher 1{ IS . 
A liances 
{;r PP d Facilities ~ Laun ry . 
-tr Storage Roorns 
View Windows ~ . Off Street 
* Ample parking 
For single students or "married couples" 
If, you too, are unsatisfied with the 
ordinary, uncompromising in your 
sense of good taste_, and a.re unwi 11-
in_g to settle for less than the finest-
asman eas 
1122 Oakland 
~as created for you! 
ADDITIONAL 
· Don't debate or hesitate ! ! * Heated Pool 
Ca·ll 235-4270 
1122 Oakland 
Cheney 
* Recreation Center 
-- *-Pooi-:T'--'!-bl-e-s.~-
* Ping Pong Tables 
